
Cedar Road North Extension 
Project, Deer Park Washington

Northwest Grading vs Comcast (USIC)
Case 21-034, 035 A&B Support Package
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On March 11th Northwest Grading went on site and as-built all locates that were completed on site. Northwest Grading gave 
the locators extra days and worked with them to confirm locates were completed.  Additional Locate tickets were called in up 
until the start of the project on 4.12.2021. 
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No Comcast
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3.11.21 Pre-excavation locate –as-builts. Northwest Grading shot in all linework painted on the 
ground into GPS. Arrows were painted in the direction the lines traveled and not continued across the 
project. 
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It was noticed that some locates seemed to be 
incomplete and locates were called in again on the 
south half of the project in an attempt to get 
locates complete before construction began.

• Comcast doesn’t show up on the
first 5 sets of dig tickets for the
Project.
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Northwest Grading Mobbed in and began work on 
4/5/2021. Existing asphalt and road surface were 
stripped and New locates were called in after. 
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Pictures looking South Taken on 4/28/2021 of Phase 1. Along eastern side of road there are no Locate 
marks for any communication lines.
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MH-3 Crossing: the Photos on the left show next to the crossing and only 1 locate mark for one 
communication line. When Excavation at manhole 3 occurred 5 communication lines were discovered 
spread out over 10 feet.
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The image Below show the distance apart between the communication lines. Comcasts Damage Investigation 
States that USIC had accurately located their utilities, but Comcast was not on the locate tickets for this project. 
In Comcast investigation the photos show the ground after backfill is completed and show the line crossing the 
Road at airport Way, The line travels south to the Node Cabinet in front of the Airport office. This shows that 
Comcast does not know where their facilities in the area are located. 
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Located Line
Northwest Grading Asbuilt
Lines as they were discovered in an attempt
To reduce future conflicts with Unmarked 
Utilities
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Comcasts on site subcontractor agreed to repair
Damaged utilities as needed noticing that they 
Had no locates on their existing utilities
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Locate Tickets are all Updated to 80 feet either side of Centerline of Road as Northwest Grading is attempting to reduce line strikes
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3 Days after the Locate tickets were refreshed an unmarked line was struck crossing the road. You can 
see the locates traveling north and south but the line crossing the road EAST/WEST was not marked.  
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Approximate Location of Strike
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Other Side of Cedar With no Locates

Damaged line with no Line going East out box Located

This Com Strike Took 
out Fueling 
Capabilities for the 
Deer Park Airport
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On July 26th a Communication line was Strike Crossing Cedar Road, ELM’s locate marks were still 
visible and North/South Comcast locates were marked up to the Pedestal but no marks crossing the 
road
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Aprox
Location of
Strike
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Comcast Shows up on the first Dig ticket on the 8/02/2021 Ticket
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With this information as evidence 
Northwest Grading is submitting this invoice 
to Comcast for Excavation delays due to 
their Failures to comply with Washington 
Dig laws.
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